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CHAPTER DIRECTORS
JOE & JACKIE WOODMANSEE
August 2014 is about over and it has been a very busy month. We had the
Midnight Fun Run, Progressive Dinner Ride, Children's Ride to Med Central
and the Hogs for Dogs Ride and we are preparing for the Labor Day weekend
ride to Frankenmuth, Michigan with a stop in "Hell", Michigan for lunch (Lucy,
I promise not to stay long). Some members will be riding to West Virginia coal
country. Our next gathering is September 7 and then the region D Rally is
Sept 12-14 in Kendallville, IN. September 25-27 is Wings over the Smokie's
with Buckeye Time Out the same weekend. When we are done with
September, Chapter B will be making Apple Butter October the 3 and 4. But wait, there's more- October 11-12 is
Chapter B Leaf ride to Presque Isle in Erie, PA and our Halloween Party is October 25.
Chapter B really does ROCK OHIO. Plan to join in on the fun.
Everyone be safe on your journeys and have a lot of fun.

Joe and Jackie
Chapter B Directors
"B" Part of the Journey
CHAPTER B CHILDREN'S RIDE RESPONSE
Chapter B and all our friends from the NC Section (CD's. please forward to your members), we have had another
successful Children's Ride. See the comment below from Anne Miller at Ohio Health. Thanks to everyone for your
participation.
Joe, thank you for the colorful donations. The children will be happy to use these gifts. It was such a nice
turnout. Please thank your Gold Wing Riders for switching gears from Teddy Bears to coloring books.
We’ll look forward to seeing you again in 2015.
Anne Miller
PR/Marketing Specialist
OhioHealth MedCentral
335 Glessner Avenue
Mansfield, OH 44903

ASS’T CHAPTER DIRECTORS
Randy & Linda Porter
Hello Chapter B Family:
Just saw a wonderful picture on Facebook – it was of Bob and Becky
Benjamin, Chapter I Directors, out in a field of Amish hay (or was it
straw) stacks.....Anyway, it would make a wonderful postcard, or as
someone said “on the front of Wing World”. Just makes me sit back and
take a look at all the wonderful friends that we have made in the last four
years since we have been in GWRRA. This in itself is such a blessing to
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us....each and every one of you. Each year we meet more new people and get to know the others a little
better. So, keep on making friends at our meetings, activities, rallies, Wing Ding and where ever you go. Sit
with someone new, as they may be your next “best friend”. Sit next to someone you know, but ask them new
questions. Don't ever take for granted the person next to you – they are important to you and are next to you
for a reason.
September and October are filled with activities in GWRRA and life in general. Had a great trip to
Michigan over Labor Day> May see you at the Wayne County Fair, or at a meeting or even just at an ice
cream location. Wherever our paths cross, I know it is for a reason. So, until the paths cross, have a great
ride and save us some ice cream.
Love and ride safely!
Ride safely....Enjoy the time and have fun.
Linda and Randy – ACD's

CHAPTER MOTORIST AWARENESS
Randy & Linda Porter

HERE COMES FALL
SEPTEMBER, OCTOBER, NOVEMBER
As fall arrives, so do other challenges. The days get shorter, the
leaves are everywhere, the sun is lower in the skies, and the kids are
back in school.
As the days get shorter we are driving home in the dark many
nights, which means we cannot see as well around corners or someone backing into traffic.
The leaves are a real problem. Sometimes they blow so hard it is like a cloud in front of you. They are
very slippery when wet, which is most of the time in the fall. Tires slide when stopping or turning.
The sun gets lower as fall comes, which makes it hard to see in the morning and evening. The glare
off car windows is very severe which makes it hard to see what traffic is coming or what is stopping in front
of you.
The kids are in a different mindset this time of year. They are not thinking about traffic. They are
worried about school and their new friends. So we must worry about them instead.
Our attention span must improve as the children's go on to other items.
As fall comes we must drive more carefully to protect ourselves as well as others.
ALWAYS DRIVE CAREFULLY

AS

Motorist Awareness & Story Teller, Randy and Linda
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NEWSLETTER EDITORS
JIM & CAROL CULLER
Hi Folks:
Well, Jim and I finally got to go on one of the trips with some of our
Chapter B Friends to Cass, W. Virginia. The roads, on the way down and
back, were beautiful riding. All in all, we had beautiful weather and
great company. Some of the train pictures are in Susan Kennedy’s
article. This year keeps flying by; eight months gone which means the
beautiful Fall Season is not far off. The really bad part of this time of
year is….we are losing a little more daylight every day. Oh well, it happens every year, so it doesn’t do any
good to complain.
Our September meeting is real early – September 7th, the coming Sunday!!! It’s early due to the
Region D Rally and Wings Over the Smokies.
Our August Meeting was really well attended with the participation extending to the ride to MedCentral
Hospital following the meeting. There are many people to thank for making this ride a success: thanks to all
who rode including friends from Chapter I, Chapter V and Chapter P; thanks to the Mansfield Police
Department for the two vehicle escorts; thanks to Gail Miller for arranging the police escort; and to
Boomers Power Sports for allowing us to meet in their parking lot. We had 29 bikes and all went well
with Ted Strutz directing the blockers.
We should remember to thank Susan Kennedy for all her hard work in arranging the Cass, W. Virginia trip
and the Frankenmuth, MI trip. She put in a lot of hours and details to make sure everyone has a great trip.
This, folks, is not an easy task. It takes a lot more work than we can imagine. Chapter B is blessed to have
her as an active member.
See you this Sunday at the meeting;
Jim and Carol

The Chapter B Group in
Cass, W. Virginia on
The train ride!!!

***************************
FOR SALE: 1993 Aspencade; 90,000 miles, black ; almost new Corbin Seat; well maintained, lot of
service records. If interested, you can contact Mark Maggert, Bevercreek, Ohio at
mmaggert@yahoo.com
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SENIOR CHAPTER EDUCATORS

Joyce & Ted Strutz

Group Riding - Size Matters
Rubber Band Effect
By: James R. Davis

While most of us know that it takes about 1 second to recognize and
begin to react to a threat ahead of us, it usually takes from 2 to 3
seconds for riders to recognize and begin to react to a change in
speed (increase) of the bike in front of them when they are riding in a group.
A couple of seconds doesn't sound like much, I'm sure, but while at 2 seconds a small group of bikes can
usually manage rather well, at 3 seconds some serious problems result. This is particularly true if there are
more than six bikes in the group.
The following, I hope, will convince those of you that lead group rides to behave with new caution.
At 60 MPH your bike moves 88 feet per second. Assuming that you maintain a 1-second gap between bikes
in the group then each is about 88 feet behind the next one. At 70 MPH the gaps would be about 103 feet.
A trivial example first - let's say that the lead bike increases speed from 60 MPH to 70 MPH. It takes about 2
seconds to do so if you are casual about it (using an acceleration rate of 7.5 fps/s) though you could do it in
half that time. What happens to all the bikes behind that lead bike?
Most people, I assume, think that each will, in turn, simply follow suit. That is, each will also accelerate
modestly at the rate of about 7.5 fps/s (5 MPH/Sec) and, thus, maintain 'the group'. That is not at all what
actually happens.
After the first second of modest acceleration by the lead bike the distance between the second bike and the
first one has grown from 88 feet to 92 feet and one second later the gap has become 103 feet. By coincidence
this is exactly what the new distance between bikes should be while riding at 70 MPH. However, the second
bike has not yet even begun to accelerate and is now moving 10 MPH slower than the bike ahead of it.
It follows, of course, that the gap between the bikes will continue to grow until the second bike is also
moving at 70 MPH - 2 or 3 seconds later.
That is, if the second bike realizes that the first one is pulling away from him and begins to accelerate his
own bike within only 2 seconds then he too will be traveling at 70 MPH within another 2 seconds. If it takes
him 3 seconds to recognize a widening gap and react to it then it will take another 2 seconds for his speed to
match the bike ahead of him.
In the best case (2 second react/respond time) the gap between the bikes will have grown to 117 feet, and if it
took 3 seconds that gap would have grown to 132 feet.
Clearly once the speeds are the same the gaps will remain the same. BUT, since the group prefers to travel
with a 'one second' gap between bikes, the second bike MUST GO FASTER than the first one for a brief
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time in order to 'catch up.'
If we assume that the riders in this group are conservative and individually elect never to travel more than 5
MPH faster than the bike ahead of them as they are closing their gaps then the second bike will continue to
accelerate for 1 additional second and attain a speed of 75 MPH while the first one continues at 70 MPH.
In fact, the second bike will have to ride for TWO SECONDS at 75 MPH while the first one rides at 70 MPH
in order to close the gap to 106 feet, and then he takes 1 more second decelerating to 70 MPH during which
the gap between them reduces itself to the desired 103 feet.
This little example of the dynamics between just two bikes is trivial in consequence and easy to understand.
With modest effort it can be seen, however, to be anything but trivial farther back in the pack.
Let's look at the third bike in the group. About 2 seconds after the SECOND bike begins to accelerate the
third one follows suit. Three seconds later the gap between the second and third bike has, as expected,
become 117 feet. But, because the second bike is traveling at 75 MPH at that time rather than 70 MPH like
the first bike, the gap continues to widen and within one more second becomes 128 feet. Clearly the third
bike must use more effort to catch up to the second bike than the second bike needed to catch up with the
lead bike. Indeed, the third bike will have to accelerate to 75 MPH and will have to maintain that speed for
FOUR SECONDS instead of the two required by the second bike in order to close up that gap.
WORSE, the next bike will find that the gap he has to close has grown to 132 feet before it begins to shorten
and then ONLY IF HE ACCELERATES TO 80 MPH instead of 75. This, because the third bike is traveling
at 75 MPH rather than 70 MPH when the gap has reached 132 feet. The gap would be larger still if bike
number four merely accelerates to 75 MPH.
In a group of only six motorcycles, the last one will find the gap between himself and bike number five to
grow to 143 feet before it begins to close. He will have to accelerate to 80 MPH, hold that speed for three
seconds, drop to 75 MPH for an additional three seconds, and then finally drop to the group speed of 70
MPH in order for all members of the group to end up with a 1-second gap between them.
Further, it will be at least 11 seconds after the lead bike has started to accelerate before the sixth bike does so.
Imagine what will happen if during that time the lead bike applies his brakes in anticipation of entering a
curve!!!!!!!!!
Though this was a trivial example it demonstrates very well what we have all experienced in the past - the
'rubber band' effect.
Imagine how PROFOUND this effect becomes when the example changes. For example, imagine what
happens at the end of a string of 20 bikes rather than only 6. Or what happens if the lead bike, upon exiting a
35 MPH curve, gooses his bike to 60 MPH as fast as it can get there.
There are things that tend to mitigate these problems:




Lead bikes can change speed more gradually.
Lead bikes can announce speed changes over the CB and, thus, reduce reaction times for all.
All bikes in a group can react to changes in speed of bikes that are farther ahead of them than just the
one immediately ahead.
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The members of a group can simply NOT crank their throttles up to excessive speeds just to keep the
group spacing 'correct'.
 A good group leader does NOT accelerate within 15 seconds of entering a curve (assuming he has to
then slow down before actually entering that curve.)
 The '1-second between bikes' rule should be abandoned whenever the group is riding 'twisties' - it
makes sense only when traveling in a straight line on open highway.
 Never allow a group to become larger than SIX bikes if even one of the riders is inexperienced with
group riding. Never larger than EIGHT bikes even if all are familiar with the riding habits of each
other.
If you think that the 'rubber band' effect is a problem when accelerating think of what happens during
braking!!
Ride smart...Ride safe
AUGUST REPORT
Meeting Attendance
Other Seminar Activity
Seminar by Newsletter
Seminar at Meeting

68
0
125
68

Level I

Ted & Joyce

37
13
6
3

Level III
Level IV

MEMBERSHIP ENHANCEMENT
DEBBE STEINHILBER
As everyone knows, August did not start out very good for us with
Larry's accident. Two weeks later I had my first at fault accident
while merging onto SR 30 where one lane is closed. A semi driver
had slowed way down as I was ready to merge and I thought he was
going to let me merge. WRONG!! I bounced off his tires doing
$2400 damage to my car and earning me a $125 failure to yield
ticket. Exactly one week later as Larry was turning onto SR 19 after
stopping at the stop sign; a guy ran the stop sign and came within 6
inches of taking out the entire side of our new pickup truck. The same day a woman ran a stop sign in and
then turned in front of me and I came within a few inches of hitting her. Needless to say, we were both ready
to get on the bike and head out of town with the group to Frankenmuth this weekend. Nothing like a long
weekend with good friends to make a person feel better. A lot of us started the day off with a big breakfast at
Tony's Restaurant (bacon anyone?) Before heading into Frankenmuth where the ladies walked around while
most of the men checked out the benches in front of the visitors center. After stuffing ourselves with more
food that evening we rode back into Frankenmuth to see the Christmas lights at Brunner’s. The motel staff
opened up the breakfast room for us each evening to play a dice game, talk and eat some more. We even
made a stop at Toft's on the way home for ice cream. The weather was great most of the weekend and we
had a great time.
Next up for us is the Region D rally followed by the apple butter making which has been moved to our house
this year. Hope to see everyone there especially on Friday when we will need people to help cut the apples.
Debbe
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SUNSHINE LADY
PHYLLIS KERR
Happy September to everyone. Is it really September already?
Our sympathy goes out to The Jerry Stalnaker family, from Chapter P.
Jerry's funeral was Friday August 29.
Happy Birthday to all the birthday people and Happy Anniversary to all the
couples with Anniversaries this month.
"Somebody has said there are two kinds of people in the world. There are those
who wake up in the morning and say "Good morning, Lord," and there are those who wake up in the morning
and say, "Good Lord, its morning"
Happy riding everyone.
Phyllis
Our prayers and thoughts are with Greg Stockmaster’s family and Hobo and Faye Mosley . Greg, 45
years old nephew of Hobo and Faye Mosley, was killed riding his ATV Saturday night on Leesville
Road. Send cards to:
Jim & Faye Mosely,313 So. Myrtle, Willard, OH 44890
CHAPTER COUPLE OF THE YEAR
DAN & PHYLLIS KERR
This month I will be writing about the knowledge part of GWRRA’s
motto, Friends for Fun Safety & Knowledge. In the beginning the
original 7 made use of that motto to proclaim what GWRRA really is all
about.
I personally think “Knowledge” ties the motto together, because the
more friends we have, the more knowledge is available. I for one was
looking for all the information I could find when Phyllis and I bought our
first Goldwing. Each of us can teach and also learn from each other about
our superb touring machines;what they are capable of and how to best take
care of them so they will take care of us. We can share through our experiences of what works, what doesn’t, or help
someone learn how to use some of the controls when they get a newer bike, or buy their first Goldwing.
As was stated previously in the safety aspect of GWRRA, we can all share in the knowledge of helping to keep
ourselves and others safe by training or attending classes on safety and first aid.
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We share the knowledge of how to be cooperative and unfazed by the natural challenges of riding in the rain,
temperature extremes or highway uncertainties. What rain gear works, and the best way to dress for the changing
temperatures and weather extremes. It has been said that misery loves company, but I think that Goldwing owners love
the company of each other, I have seen it in Chapter “B”.

Dan Kerr

Dinner Ride Coordinators
Al & CATHY NIGHSWANDER
Tom Jones wrote
“Try to remember the kind of September
When life was slow and oh so mellow
Try to remember the kind of September
When grass was green and grain so yellow
Try to remember the kind of September
When you were a young and a callow fellow
Try to remember and if you remember
Then follow…follow, oh-oh”
It is September. It is that time of year when we look back as what is past and
remember. Wasn’t it great spending days with the sun on our faces? Wasn’t it fun spending time riding with friends?
Wasn’t it wonderful feeling carefree and young? We enjoyed…Cabin Fever at Deer Creek Lodge…The Mall
Show…Buckeye Rally in Xenia and Wing Ding in Madison, WI…Picnic Ride to Delaware State Park…helping at the
Ox Roast Festival and the Richland County Fair
…the Progressive dinner ride
If you remember any of those times then follow our chapter because there are more great times planned for this year!
Including these dinner rides in September and the first one for October:
September 10: Fat Heads Family Restaurant, Republic
September 25: Granny’s Kitchen, Galion
October 8: Der Dutchman, Belleville
Remember, have fun, and be safe, Al and Cathy
Answers to The Pie Quiz…
1. Apple pie 2. Milk 3. March 14th 4. Christmas pie 5. Black birds
Cheesecake 9. Frisbee 10. Don McLean 11. Michigan 12. Booberry

6. Poop

7. Boston Cream Pie

8.

Ride Safe, Al and Cathy
Ride Coordinator
Susan Kennedy
Hello Chapter B- August is a memory as will the summer, but September and fall
brings its own charm. Labor Day weekend trip to Frankenmuth was August 30 –
Sept. 1st. Those who went on the trip were: Rich & Julie Affolter, Scott Wiggins &
Mary Bash, Roy & Donna Ferguson, Mike & Cheryl Finley, Larry & Barb
Goodrich, Jim & Alice Hopper, Tim & Beth Kruger, Jim & Faye Mosley,
Randy & Linda Porter, Don & Deb Schroeder, Larry & Debbie Steinhilber,
and Joe & Jackie Woodmansee. They all met at the Country Inn in Willard, OH – the intersection of
Rt. 224 and Rt. 99 8:30 AM first group out. We certainly hope everyone had a great time. The other
group left for Cass, West Virginia to take a 4 hour train ride and enjoy the scenery. Rich and I, Robbie
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and Lucy, Jerry and Barb Kirkpatrick, Chet and Karen Zellner, Jerry McAvoy and Bonnie and Jim
and Carol Culler met at the Cracker Barrel for breakfast on Friday morning and left for our beautiful
trip down. As you can see, there were a lot of our Chapter Members gone over Labor Day Holiday enjoying
themselves with their groups.
A special “thank you” to my Mom, Debbie, Bonnie, Scott & Mary for assisting Richard and I with the
progressive dinner. We had great weekend weather wise and hope everyone enjoyed themselves!
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Our next big excursion will be the Oct. 11 & 12 ride to Presque Isle and Erie, Pa. Rooms have been
secured at the Clarion Hotel & Conference Center. Phone 814-833-1118 and tell them you are with the Gold
Wing Road Riders Assoc. All rooms at the first hotel have been taken, so if you want to go but haven’t made
a reservation, please call the Clarion Hotel. Time and place to meet for this trip will be forth coming. Enjoy
the Ride!

(Feb.-Apr. & Sept.-Oct.)
Open daily: 10:30 A.M. -9:00 P.M
10:30 A.M. - 10:00 P.M. (May-Aug.)
17 Church St. Shelby, Ohio

419-342-3201
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SEPTEMBER 2014 SUNDAY

MONDAY
2
1
Labor Day

CHAPTER “B” ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE

TUES
3

WED.
4

THURS

FRIDAY
5
Bd Marsha
Longberry

6

SAT.

7
9 am – Chapter
B Meeting
Bd: Karen
Zellner
Bd: Harry Neff

8

9
A: Chet & Karen
Zellner

10
6pm: Fat Heads
Family Rest. Republic

11

12

13

14

15

16
A: Clarence &
Shirleen Walter

17
Bd: Lon
Leapley

18
Bd: Charlie Lantz

19
Bd:
Lucy
Kennedy

20
Bd: Pat Morley
A: Charlie &
Nancy Lantz

21

22
Bd: Bill
Dailey

23
Autumn Begins

24

25
Granny’s Kitchen Galion
Bd: Noreen Zehner

26
Bd: Bill
Zehner

27

29
Bd: Tim
Kruger

30

Bd: Jim Culler

28

Bd: 5……. Marsha Longberry. 387 Park Blvd., Marion, Ohio 43302
Bd. 7……. Karen Zellner,5401 Hagerman Rd., Butler, Ohio 44822
Bd 7……..Harry Neff, 501 Nottingham Place, Findlay, Ohio 45840
Anniv 9…..Chet & Karen Zellner, 5401 Hagerman Rd., Butler, Ohio 44822
Anniv 16…Clearance & Shirleen Walter, 1212 SR 3145 , Mansfield Ohio 44903
Bd. 17…….Lon Leapley, 6939 Wood St., Crestline, Ohio 44827
Bd. 18…….Charlie Lantz, 2503 Shreve Rd., Wooster, Ohio 44691
Bd. 19…….Lucy Kennedy, 3169 Ply-Springmill Rd., Shelby, Ohio 44875
Bd. 20…….Pat Morley, 1553 Clearview Circle, Mansfield, Ohio 44905
Anniv. 20…Charlie & Nancy Lantz, 2503 Shreve Rd., Wooster, Ohio 44691
Bd. 21……Jim Culler, 2854 Myers Road, Shelby, O(hio 44875
Bd..22…….Bill Dailey, 650 St. Rt. 97 West, Bellville, Ohio 44813
Bd. 25……Noreen Zehner, 105 Broadway, Shelby, Ohio 44875
Bd..29……Tim Kruger, 6000 St. Rt. 288, Galion, Ohio 44833
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NORTH CENTRAL SECTION CHAPTERS
CHAPTER B: 3rd Sunday, 9:00A.M. Buffet Breakfast Gathering to follow. Liederkrantz 1001 Silver Lane Mansfield,
CD Joe & Jackie Woodmansee Ph. 419-683-3403 Email joecwood@hotmail.com
CHAPTER C3: 1st Saturday C-3 9AM Breakfast 9 AM Gathering Kartels Kitchen, 4741 Pearl Rd. (SR 42 S.)
Strongsville, Oh.
CD James (Dave) & Barb Hicks Ph. 216-509-4836 Email littldogs1@sbcglobal.net.
CHAPTER I: 2nd Saturday 5 PM Dinner 6 PM Gathering 2nd Saturday Ryans Family Steakhouse 3743 Burbank Rd,
Wooster, Oh. CD Bob & Becky Benjamin Ph. 330-276-5900 Email amishtrike@aol.com
CHAPTER P: Last Sunday, 8AM Breakfast 9AM Gathering, Panera Bread Restaurant Medina, Oh.
CD Ron Marcinko 330-416-1460 blk93wing@aol.com
Chapter V: 4th Saturday, 5:30 PM Supper 6PM – Beuhlers Restaurant , Ashland, Ohio
CD – Dennis & Cathy Carpenter 419-929-8385 firewing54@yahoo.com
CHAPTER W :2nd Sunday, 6PM Dinner, 7PM Gathering, . Burtch Insurance, 500 East Center St., Marion,
Ohio 6pm. 2nd Sun. of the month.
Pending CD – Bill & Sandra Spires 740-341-4240 wspires1@roadrunner.com

Chapter Directors
Joe & Jackie Woodmansee
619 E. Main Street
Crestline, Ohio 44827

MEETING: SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 7TH , 2014
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